
A student studying late one night was a little stressed and blue 
He was resting his eyes when he looked up and saw a man he thought he knew 
‘You’re Clausius…Rudolf…you wrote all the material I’m trying so hard to study!’ 
‘Yes I am, but right now, my brother Santa is in trouble, and he needs a buddy! 
 
The walked through snow for hours, and to a workshop brightly lit 
Where Santa in his big red suit looked ready for a fit 
‘My present machine is broken, you see it relies on conducting heat 
To build presents for children all over the world- but now I think it’s beat.’ 
 
The pipes conducting heat were everywhere, up high and down below 
Suddenly the student noticed some outside in the snow 
‘The cold pipes’ said the Student ‘Santa- I’ve found the fatal flaw! 
‘According to my studies, I think that must defy the second law’ 
 
Rudolf said- ‘I see what you’ve done Santa, come here and look 
I swear I don’t believe you when you say you’ve read my book 
Heat can’t flow from something cold, like these pipes you have outside 
Keep them warm then the machine will be your Christmas pride! 
 
Santa smiled and said ‘Rudolf, you’re too good to be true, 
I should name something important here just in honour of you 
Perhaps my reindeer- the one with the glowing red nose that they follow 
But now you must both get going because the student’s exam is tomorrow! 
 
Suddenly, the student awoke, he could hear his alarm clock chime 
He raised his head slowly from his desk ‘My god, is it already nine?’ 
‘I must keep working toward finals, so I can help my friends out 
For love and caring truly is what Christmas is really about.’ 
 

Santa Clausius  


